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V S P  P a r t n e r s h i p

On the 27th of June, 2013 in the office of VSP in Russia there was an extended seminar carried out for the company Partners.
Starting with 2003 Ural-Test and VSP have been tied up in partnership. Ural-Test has been the first partner company for VSP actively 
representing products and solutions of the partners-manufacturers in the market of Perm Region and some other regions. A 10-year cooperation 
with Ural-Test justified consistency of the «grounds for partnership» generated by VSP, and the rating of the company in the list of key VSP 
customers speaks for obvious results of such a cooperation.

As of today VSP Partners include the following companies:
Adelant - Ekaterinburg, Ekaterinburg 
APG Engineering, Moscow
RKMK, Moscow
Ural-Test, Perm

Each of the VSP Partners has their own specialisation based on their own history 
and experience in the market. Complementing each other’s capabilities, our 
partnership gains new and more prominent results. For company customers it is 
realised in more comprehensive and prompt service - their task solutions.

The aim of the seminar was to describe and upgrade information on potential of our cooperation, on 
solutions and products by VSP partners-manufacturers.

The seminar programme consisted of the main subjects as follows:
(1) About VSP - Lines of activities and capabilities spectrum. Special programmes and solutions for 
VSP Partners.      
(2) Solutions and technologies by Eurotherm and Mobrey.
(3) Solutions and technologies by Parker Hannifin.
(4) Solutions and technologies by MTL.

We were happy with the opportunity presented by our Partners to describe all the present capabilities 
of the company, to discuss in depth aspects of our further joint work in the Russian market.
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C o m p a n y  n e w s

VSP office in Moscow moved to a new address:
1a, 18th Floor, Semenovskaya Square.

We have been working at the old office in Bolshaya Pochtovaya street for about 10 years, 
but as of today it is no longer meeting our requirements and operational conditions.
A more convenient location of the new office, proximity to a newly moved company 
warehouse in Ibragimova Str., which is close to Semenovskaya Square, modern business 
centre infrastructure, - we expect all this to provide for a more comfortable environment for 
the company personnel.

A new VSP warehouse, which is located in a RED BOX warehouse complex, is fully 
equipped to organize a speedy and serviceable shipment, and provides for safety of goods.
There is a parking area for trucks and cars at the front of the warehouse building. During 
loading and unloading trucks are provided access to an area inside the warehouse, next to 
freight lift.
Taking into account the frequency of shipments form the company stock in Moscow, more 
comfortable shipment conditions for our customers is the main objective which is achieved 
by the new VSP warehouse facility.

New Office and Warehouse

This year the company team involved in marketing realized a lot of interesting tasks, some new projects were launched aiming at demonstrating 
VSP customers latest process control technologies. 
At present the following Programmes are in the active phase: VSP-Surge; VSP-Metallurgy; VSP-Recorders; VSP-Gecma.
Every Programme has an allocated Manager who is coordinating all the work within the frames of an extended task placed by the company to 
develop a particular solution or product in the market. The list of standard instruments available to the Programme Manager includes a wide 
arsenal of company marketing tools starting with specially generated Information bulletins focused on potential customers, who are really 
interested in solutions offered, up to an opportunity for taking part in specialised exhibition events allowing for comprehensive representation of 
product solutions potential.

As of today the relevance of each of the Programmes has been proven by results achieved. It’s just worth mentioning 
the first return on the VSP-Gecma Programme under which frames the company may point out times-fold activity 
growth, let alone prospective of the product line in the market. 

Apart of this we traditionally carry out advertising campaign, we are present at the most interesting sites and events. From the beginning of the 
year we have placed 14 promotional units in specialised profile publications, and VSP specialists have taken part in the following exhibitions - 
Construction Technique and Technologies, Metal-Expo, World of Glass, Electro, Expocom, MIOGE, ...

A strong web-presence is obviously one of the key priorities for a modern business. VSP has launched a new site in BY zone (Republic of 
Belarus).

Continuous growth in the number of new tasks, posed by company customers representing completely different geography, speaks for itself 
proving the correct marketing strategy chosen.

VSP Work on Marketing

Every year VSP participates in tenders organised for the most part by our long-term customers - end users. Company specialists are monitoring 
on a regular basis sites of interest looking for possibilities which could be taken up by the company. Customers would invite us directly to tender 
as well; in some tenders VSP takes part indirectly in partnership with a Customer or a Partner, providing for the required result - project 
implementation with technologies represented by VSP.

The year 2013 is traditionally full of tendering events, especially taking into account the active phase of oil processing 
industry refurbishment on the whole.

Two events to participate in which we were invited by our customers, are notable in particular - KINEF and Honeywell.
VSP was recognised the winner of the yearly tender for supply of component parts for instrumentation and control systems at one of the biggest 
oil refineries in Europe - at Kirishi.
At the second phase of hydrocracking plant construction at NORSI, both the end user and the strategic partner of MTL and VSP - the Honeywell 
company, have confirmed IS solutions by MTL being their main technical solution. Commercial stage of the tender was also passed successfully. 
Team work on the project, support of the common task by all the participants allowed for the required result - to win the tender.

Tenders
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In spring 2013 a business trip of VSP specialists to Novosibirsk was carried out.
VSP has been cooperating with Yokogawa in the Russian market since 2005. 

Through the years we have indeed created true partner relations based on trust and 
deep understanding of the Customer tasks. 

Yokogawa is customer No1 for our company, and this means that we apply the necessary level of efforts to render the customer a 
comprehensive support. For the current year we have planned a number of events aiming at VSP general improvement of quality 
of work with Yokogawa, including the task of updating our Partner’s knowledge on solutions represented by VSP.

Based on the two most active lines of cooperation with Yokogawa - MTL and Parker Hannifin - we generated an appropriate 
seminar programme:
Intrinsic safety by MTL for Yokogawa systems; MTL4500 and MTL5500;
Gecma IS terminals; Surge protection modules;
Parker Hannifin solutions for instrumentation: fittings, valves and valve assemblies;
Parker hydraulic couplings and seals.

We would expect further possibilities of active development of relationship with Yokogawa on the basis of the efforts of our team 
being undertaken to comply with increasingly stringent and complex requirements of the Customer.

Seminar for Yokogawa

In June 2013 a joint business trip of VSP and MTL representatives to Omsk Oil Refinery took place.
The main objective was to discuss current and planned future projects at the plant, as well as to present new Fieldbus solutions 
offered by MTL, and solutions by Parker for instrumentation.

The seminar programme covered:
(1) Brief presentation of new VSP capabilities;
(2) New solutions for realisation of physical level of Foundation Fieldbus interface;
(3) Parker corporation overview and 
Parker IPD capabilities.

After the presentation specialists of the 
Chief Metrologist department and 
Operations Service Department of Omsk 
OR, as well as representatives of ITSK 
Omsk, discussed with VSP engineers and 
Mr Brian Watson , MTL, issues related to 
possible application of new solutions at the 
plant.

MTL and Parker equipment has been in 
use at the plant for years. In order to 
further extend an understanding of the 
whole spectrum of technologies of our 
partners-manufacturers,  we suggested to 
carry out additional training for specialists 
of the plant at the sites of our partners in 
Europe, and received a positive response 
from the management of the enterprise. 
 

Seminar for Omsk OR

For the last 5 years co-operation between VSP and Invensys has reached a new quality level. We are very glad with the dynamics 
of relationship development, noticeable within the latest couple of years.

In June 2013 VSP held an extended presentation for the Moscow office of Invensys. 
The seminar programme covered:
(1) Presentation of new VSP capabilities.
(2) Instrumentation products: Fittings A-Lok / CPI  and threaded couplings; Valves and valve assemblies; Ordering codes 
generation, options and additional equipment; Fittings and Ermeto tubes; Equipment and materials for fitting assembly, preparation 
and assembly of instrumentation tubings.
(3) MTL integrated solutions for Invensys Foxboro I/A and Triconex Tricon & Trident based on interface isolators MTL4500 and 
MTL5500. Equipment for realisation of physical level of Foundation Fieldbus interface.
Redundant power supplies 9181; Intrinsically safe industrial̆ Ethernet; Updated range of explosion proof Gecma Challenger 
terminals and Gecma Explorer computers. 

Seminar for Invensys



At the beginning of the year a system of surge protection based on compact MTL TP48 modules was introduced at one of the Russian 
refineries. The module design allows for a relatively simple way of safeguarding field equipment - just screw it into an unused conduit entry, with 
no additional modification to the system. 

To solve the problem as outlined by the plant engineers, VSP specialists offered TP48 surge protection device by 
MTL. 

A hybrid scheme of protection of TP48 based on solid state electronic components and gas-filled discharge tubes at present provides for 
reliable protection of gas detection transducers at the oil refinery tank farm. Simple and safe connection, design and compliance with all the 
regulations documents for hazardous areas (ATEX, GOST-R, FSETAN) allowed to provide for reliable protection of equipment avoiding extra 
costs for agreeing changes introduced into the system.

VSP - Surge
Refinery Equipment Protection

Plant: Tank farm for oil products.

Situation outline: (1) Maintenance works involving welding, as  well as powerful 
compressors which are used on site are the reason for surges and commutation 
in cable lines.(2) Wear of screens and protective boxes for cable conduits while in 
operation  in aggressive environment of the tank farm. (3) Surges resulting from 
thunderstorms.

At the end of 2012 there was a business trip of VSP specialists  to one of the key  engineering-production units  of Kemerovo Region. 

A valuable input of the region into  the overall Russian economy, taking into the account a 
substantial role of coal mining and metallurgy, as major sectors of industry of Kuzbass, makes this 
region especially attractive for investments, aiming at further development of industrial infrastructure 
to help with improvement of  general safety and efficiency of key enterprises operation.

Well aware of the importance of challenges facing the industry, leading Kuzbass coal mining companies initiated a few 
years ago organization of engineering-production enterprises. The aim of such enterprises being development, integration 
and providing  regional industrial units with modern solutions.
A meeting with representatives of one of the enterprises - «Kuzbass Electromash Service» to discuss some concrete 
tasks which could incorporate products of our partners-manufacturers, allowed us to demonstrate the whole spectrum of VSP technologies to 
the customer. Manufacturing of units for preliminary methane drainage, degassing of satellite-seams and pumping out concentrated methane-
air mixtures from mined-out space represents one of the areas for application of our process solutions discussed in detail with customer 
specialists. MTL solutions provoked most interest, especially explosionproof Gecma computers.

We would look forward to concrete development of cooperation with new Customers in Kemerovo Region. Technologies by VSP partners-
manufacturers must become a welcome element in working out new safe and effective engineering solutions allowing for reliable operation of 
enterprises in coal mining.

VSP-Gecma 
New Technological Solutions in mining
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In May 2013, with participation of VSP specialists, a Mobrey measurement system 
for gas relative density was commissioned at «Guardian Steklo Rostov» plant.

Guardian Industries is a world leader in production of float glass, coated glass, glass insulation 
materials and glass for motor-car industry. 
The corporation has representative offices in 22 countries in five continents.
In Russia Guardian Industries is represented by 2 plants: ООО «Guardian Steklo Ryazan» and ООО 
«Guardian Steklo Rostov».

Construction of the plant «Guardian Steklo Rostov» is a big international project with investments 
over 200Mln USD. In Rostov the largest furnace of all the Guardian plants has been commissioned. 
The planned capacity is estimated at up to 900 tons per day.

The system which included Mobrey equipment was supplied on site by a French integrator. Our 
partner-manufacturer, Mobrey Measurement (UK), suggested VSP commission the system.
The metering system for natural gas relative density is intended primarily for continuous control of 
optimum air flow. This is required to maintain the most efficient burning mode of natural gas in raw 
material (sand) melting furnace and for glass mass preparation.

Commissioning of Mobrey 
System for gas density measurement
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